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Stone feature walls, sliding security gates, 
a circular driveway to a porte cochère and a 

spectacular mature palm tree allude to the overall 
opulence of this expansive pavilion style home.

Pavilion Perfection
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setting, this area is a dream space for entertaining friends or for 
Sunday family barbecues by the pool.

The pool is the focal point of the home. With a sheltered hot tub 
platform the extends over the pool’s blue depths, various seating 
options and expanses of lush green grass, this area represents 
everything that is good about outdoor design.

The owners of this lovely home wished for something 
sophisticated, modern and elegant that took advantage of the 
large allotment to which it was exposed. What they got from 
Soul Space Design was that and more, a cleverly planned home 
exhibiting the finest quality fixtures and finishes that would more 
than comfortably house their growing family in style for many 
years to come.

Planned around a central outdoor living and pool area, the home 
is broken up into separate pavilions, linked together with glazed 
walkways overlooking garden courtyards and water features. A 
parents’ pavilion with master bedroom and ensuite looks into a 
Japanese inspired private courtyard to one side and the pool area 
on the other. A comfortable lounge setting outside the sliding 
doors provides one of the many relaxing places around the home 
to enjoy a cup of tea and the paper. This pavilion also houses a 
study and a fully fitted media room for a family movie night.

A children’s pavilion balances the home on the other side of the 
site, with four bedrooms, a family room and guest suite. Each 
room enjoys its own signature style, with bold wallpapers and 
distinctive furniture setting the theme for the space. The use of 
colour is not shied away from in this home, with crisp turquoise 
blues, rich chocolate browns and warm pinks combining with 
homely elements such as books and soft toys to create a cosy, 
welcoming home.

The formal living and dining area, exuding opulence with its rich 
colour palette, bold wallpapers and upholstery and magnificent 
baby grand piano, are housed in the central pavilion. Here 
also lies the kitchen and informal dining area, which flow onto 
the outdoor alfresco patio through sliding doors, that stack 
completely into the wall space. A generous barbecue complete 
with range hood is integrated into an indoor/outdoor bench with 
storage, that continues on from the kitchen. Together with a large 
table surrounded by wicker chairs that reflect the home’s rural 
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